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PROJECT SUMMARY

Fuel cells are extremely attractive for extraterrestrial and terrestrial applications because of

their high energy conversion efficiency without noise or environmental pollution. Among the

various fuel cell systems the advanced polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells based on sulfonated

fluoropolymers (e.g., Nafion ®) are particularly attractive because they are fairly rugged, solid state,

quite conductive, of good chemical and thermal stability and show good oxygen reduction kinetics

due to the low specific adsorption of the electrolyte on the platinum catalyst. The proton exchange

membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) exhibits its best performance at higher temperatures, e.g., 80 to 100°C

and at elevated reactant pressure, e.g., 5 atm with well humidified hydrogen and oxygen or air. The

gas conditioning and control functions necessary for optimum operation, are responsible for the

fact that the cell stack is a vital but only small part of a complete power generating system. For

larger fixed installations this approach may be advantageous to minimize cost. It precludes, however,

the use of fuel cells for smaller and mobile applications.

The objective of this program is to develop a solid polymer fuel cell which can efficiently

operate at near ambient temperatures without ancillary components for humidification and/or

pressurization of the fuel or oxidant gases. During the Phase I effort we fabricated novel integral

electrode-membrane structures where the dispersed platinum catalyst is precipitated within the

Nafion ionomer. This resulted in electrode-membrane units without interfacial barriers permitting

unhindered water diffusion from cathode to anode.

The integral electrode-membrane structures were tested as fuel cells operating on H2 and 02

or air at 1 to 2 atm and 10 to 50°C without gas humidification. We demonstrated that cells with

completely dry membranes could be self started at room temperature and subsequently operated on

dry gas for extended time. Typical room temperature low pressure operation with unoptimized

electrodes yielded 100 mAJcm 2at 0.5V and maximum currents over 300 mA/cm 2 with low platinum

loadings.

Our results clearly demonstrate that operation of proton exchange membrane fuel cells at

ambient conditions is feasible. Optimization of the electrode-membrane structure is necessary to

assess the full performance potential but we expect significant gains in weight and volume power

density for the system. The reduced complexity will make fuel cells also attractive for smaller and

portable power supplies and as replacement for batteries.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Fuel cells are extremely attractive for extraterrestrial and terrestrial applications because of

their high energy conversion efficiency (1). Among the various fuel cell systems the advanced

polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells based on sulfonated fluoropolymers (e.g., Nafion ®) are

relatively new but rapidly progressing. Proton exchange fluoropolymer membranes are particularly

attractive because they are rugged, solid state, quite conductive, of good chemical and thermal

stability and show good oxygen reduction kinetics due to their low specific adsorption on e.g.,

platinum catalysts. The proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) exhibits its best performance

at higher temperatures, e.g., 80°(2 and at elevated pressure, e.g., 5 atm of well humidified hydrogen

and oxygen or air. These conditions result in minimum activation, ohmic and mass transport

overpotentials even at current densities as high as 2 A/cm 2 (2). The gas conditioning and control

functions necessary for optimum operation, are responsible for the fact that the cell stack is a vital

but only small part of a complete power generating system. For larger fixed installations this

approach appears to be advantageous to minimize cost. It precludes, however, the use of fuel cells

for smaller and mobile applications. Here a near ambient temperature fuel cell which could operate

satisfactorily without ancillary equipment for gas humidification and pressurization would be of

great value and could replace batteries in many applications.

A large number of recent experimental and theoretical studies of PEMFC's and their

components has contributed greatly to an advanced understanding of the systems operation and

should lead to significant performance enhancement of practical units (3-11). These studies showed:

• Mass transport and resistance properties of PEM's are strongly dependent on the water
content.

The hydration level changes with temperature and environment (e.g., liquid H20, H20
vapor).

During current flow large hydration gradients are established across the membrane
leading to commensurate inhomogeneities in membrane properties.

Intimate catalyst ionomer contact and a high H20/SO3H ratio are essential for efficient
electrode reactions.

• Efficient electrode reactions are confined to very thin layers by ionic and mass transport
resistances.

These findings show water management, electrode structure and electrode-membrane

integration as the key parameters for a successful PEMFC. While basic studies try to separate the

various processes to allow their investigation a practical device needs an optimal integration. We

achieve this by precipitating the catalyst within the ionomer membrane. The resulting integrated

catalyst-proton exchange polymer units have no interfacial barriers thus permitting unhindered

water diffusion from cathode to anode. The results of our initial investigation are presented here.



2.0 PROJECT OBJECTIVE

The program objective is to demonstrate stable and attractive proton exchange polymer

membrane fuel cell performance at near ambient temperatures without ancillary components for

gas humidification or pressurization. Specific Phase I objectives included.

• Development of integral electrode-PEM components with the following characteristics:

3.0

Intimate catalyst ionomer contact
High catalyst utilization.
Low ohmic and mass transport resistances.
Tolerance to dimensional changes

• Cell performance demonstration with unhumidified H2, 02 and air at ambient temperature

PERFORMED RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

3.1 Development of Integral Electrode-Membrane Units

3.1.1 General Background and Approach

The overall reaction in a hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell can be formulated as follows:

2H20Cathode: 02 + 4I -1++ 4e

._...._%
Anode: 2H2 _ 4I-I+ + 4e

Cell: 02 + 2H2 _ 2H20

Thus 0.5 mole of water is generated per equivalent of charge. If the fuel cell is not operated in a

dead ended mode some water is carded out with the exhaust gas stream (see Fig. 1). This is

particularly significant if air is used as the oxidant.

I_THODE
,=_,=,=.=.-.,=.tt.

H20

02, N_

EXIT

0 2, N2,

INLET CATALYST

H20 diffusion--_

CATHODE

ANODE

J

r---------

ANODE

a2,

INLET X

H20

H2

- EXIT

Fig. 1. Illustration of a solid polymer membrane fuel cell.



However,evenhereenoughwaterisgeneratedby theelectrochemicalreductionto compensatefor
thelossby evaporationup to 60°Cat aflow ratecorrespondingto 50%oxygendepletionint heair
stream. This massbalanceis a necessaryalthoughnot necessarilysufficient conditionfor stable
operation.Duringcurrentflow membranewatermigrateswith theprotonsfrom theanodeto the
cathode.Hereadditionalreactionwateris produced.Thisresultsin atendencyfor thecathodesto
flood while theanodeandthemembranedry out. In fully hydratedNafion®membranes-4 H20

are transported or dragged along with each proton (3). At lower water content in the membrane

water transport decreases also. For Nation ® 117 drag coefficients for H20/H ÷ of 2.0 to 2.9 and 0.9

have been measured at 30°C for hydration levels of 22 and 11 H20/SO3H, respectively (10). In a

operating fuel cell concentration gradients in hydration level are established leading to water dif-

fusion from the cathode to the anode. These opposing effects can result in little (12) or no (13) net

water transport across the polymer membrane.

Water management appears also affected by the nature of the electrodes, in particular the

cathode (14). A direct correlation is reported between the Teflon content and thus the hydrophobic

character of the cathode and the net water transport showing a larger net water transport for a less

hydrophobic electrode. This somewhat surprising finding may be connected with the equally

surprising observation of Uribe et al. that reconstituted Nafion ® membranes have different water

content depending on whether they are in direct contact with liquid water or water saturated vapor

(22 vs. 14 H20/SO3H, (15)).

Water management in SPEFC's has generally been approached by operation with prehu-

midified gas streams often by saturation with water vapor at temperatures 5 to 15°C higher than the

operating temperature of the fuel cell and by gas pressurization. In some studies the oxidant pressure

exceeded the H2 pressure (e.g., 5 atm vs. 3 atm) to further advance the driving force for water back

diffusion (16).

What is needed for near ambient fuel cell operation without gas humidification are extremely

thin, highly active electrodes in intimate contact with the ionomer to minimize hydration gradients.

The cathode must generate and operate at high water content without flooding and the anode must

function well at sufficiently low hydration level to achieve attractive cell performance without net

water transport across the cell.

Our approach involves the controlled chemical-electrochemical reduction of a cationic

platinum complex directly in the top surface of the ionomer. Wetproofed carbon structures in

intimate contact with the catalyzed integral electrode-ionomer unit, but not actually bonded to it,

serve both to prevent flooding of the cathode surface and as current collectors while providing easy

access for the gaseous reactants.

3.1.2 Fabrication of Electrode-Membrane Structures

Test electrodes were prepared by the following procedures.

1,

2.
3.

Reductive precipitation of unsupported platinum within the Nafion membrane.
Reductive precipitation of platinum on carbon black in the Nation surface.
Bonding of conventional fuel cell electrodes to the Nation membrane.

3
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The commercially available proton exchange membrane Nafion ® 117 (Dupont) was used throughout

this investigation. The membrane was pretreated as follows: i) 3% 1-1202 at 80°C, ii) 1N H2SO4 at

800C, iii) boiling in doubly distilled water. The duration of each step was about one hour.

Platinum-Nation Structures: Structures of dispersed platinum near the ionomer surface

were prepared by chemical reduction of a cationic platinum complex which had been incorporated

into the Nation membrane via ion exchange (17,18). We used a solution of Pt(NH3)4C12 which

dissociates into the cationic Pt(NH3)42÷ and 2C1 ions. The reducing agent was NaBH4. Specifically,

the membrane was clamped in a masking fixture exposing only the 2 x 5 cm area to be catalyzed.

This area was contacted with 10 cm 3 of a 0.01M Pt(NH3)4C12 solution for 30 minutes to allow for

cation exchange. Then after a quick rinsing the membrane was immersed into 75 cm 30.08M NaBH4

solution for 2 h. During this step the membrane turned gradually dark as platinum ions are reduced

and the metal precipitates. Na ÷ ions enter the membrane to maintain charge balance. As a final

step the catalyzed membrane was soaked in IN H2SO4 at 80°C for 2 h to reconvert it into the

protonated form followed by boiling in distilled water. For higher catalyst loadings we repeated

the platinum precipitation sequence.

Carbon-Supported Platinum-Nation Structures: Two types of electrode-membrane

structures were prepared differing in the deposition of the carbon a) application of a carbon-Nafion

solution slurry to the Nation membrane followed by hot pressing and b) heat laminating a preformed

carbon reconstituted Nation layer) and the method of catalyzation a) electrodeposition from a

H2Pt(NO2)2SO 4bath and b) chemical-electrochemical reduction ofPt(NH3)4C12. Specific procedures
were as follows:

For Type A structures a slurry containing 30 mg Vulcan XC72R carbon black (Cabot), 252

mg of a solution of 5% Nafion in alcohol and water/isopropanol to obtain a paintable consistency

was ultrasonically mixed and painted onto an air dry Nafion membrane. After drying the membrane

was placed between Teflon sheets, inserted into the heated press at 100°C, heated under light load

to 125°C and then pressed at 80 atm for 90 s. The volume ratio of carbon/Nafion in the carbon was

approximately 75%/25%. For platinum deposition the membrane structure was mounted into the

plating fixture shown in Figure 2. A commercially available cationic platinum plating solution

(platinum TP, 10g Pt/qt, Technic, Inc.) was used. Electrodeposition was carried out with a pulsed

current regime of 10 mA/cm 2 for 30 s followed by 120 s rest. The total plating time was 30 min.

Assuming the characteristic current yield for this bath of 1 Pt/15.5 e remains applicable. The 3.6

As/cm 2 are expected to result in a platinum loading of 0.5 mg/cm 2. After plating the catalyzed

carbon-Nafion structure was soaked in 1N H2SO4 and H20 at 80°C to remove foreign ions. An

unsupported platinum electrode was deposited into the opposite side of the membrane using the

procedure described earlier. For this, the electrode-membrane structure was clamped into a fixture

similar to that shown in Figure 2 allowing only one side to contact the reducing agent.

4
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Figure 2. Illustration of platinum deposition by electroplating.

For Type B structures a Vulcan XC72R carbon black-Nation solution slurry (composition

as specified earlier) was painted onto a Kapton sheet, dried and cured at 135°(2 for 15 minutes. The

resulting thin film was then laminated to the Nation membrane by hot pressing using the regime

described above. After cooling, the Kapton sheet was peeled offleaving a thin carbon-Nation layer

firmly bonded to the membrane. The carbon coated Nation membrane was catalyzed by exchanging

Pt(NH3)42÷ into the membrane followed by reduction with NaBH4 as described earlier.

Teflon-bonded Platinized Carbon-Nation Structures: Electrodes consisting of Teflon

bonded Vulcan XC-72 carbon black catalyzed with 0.35 mgPt/cm _ on a carbon cloth substrate

(E-Tek, Inc.) were modified by impregnation with Nation. For this the active side of the electrode

was brushed with a Nation solution (5% Nation in lower aliphatic alcohols and 10% water from

Aldrich). The electrodes were air dried followed by vacuum drying at 70°(2 for 1.5 h. The Nation

membrane and the electrodes were bonded by hot pressing. The press was preheated to 110*C, the

electrode-membrane assembly inserted under light load, the temperature raised to 120"(2 and then

pressed at 60 aim for 1 minute.

3.1.3 Characterization of Electrode-Membrane Structures

Platinum-Nation Structures: In the platinum-Nation structures the catalyst is located close

to the surface but within the Nation membrane. Scanning electron micrographs of cross sections

obtained by fracture under liquid N2 indicate a layer thickness of about 1 Inn (Fig. 3). The interior

border is diffuse and a decreasing density of platinum particles can be seen to a depth of about 2

I_m. This is particularly evident in the back scatter picture of Figure 4. The surface has a metallic

appearance with small cracks which may however result from sample drying during evacuation

5



Figure3. Cross-sectionof anintegralNation-platinumelectrodeunit after
two impregnation-reductionsteps.

Figure 4. Scanning electron micrograph (back scatter mode) showing the
cross-section of an integral Nation-platinum electrode unit after two
impregnation-reduction steps.



(Fig.5). Surfaceresistancemeasurementsindicatedgoodelectricalcontactandlateralconductance.
Therewasnoelectronicpathbetweentheelectrodesacrossthemembrane. Theplatinumloading
was approximately1.9 mg/cm2. The value was determinedgravimetrically after completely
oxidizingtheorganiccomponentsby heatingin air to 850°C.This loadingwouldcorrespondto an
average60%volumeoccupationin the1.5I.tm surface layer with a higher metal fraction close to

the surface and a lower one towards the interior.

The electrochemically accessible platinum surface area of the electrode was determined via

the hydrogen adsorption charge obtained from a cyclic voltammogram during an inert gas purge

after correction for double layer charging (Fig. 6). Assuming Qa2 = 0.21 mcoul/cm 2 we calculated

a Pt roughness factor of about 93.

Carbon Supported Platinum-Nation Structures: The macroscopic and microscopic

surface morphology of a Type A platinum catalyzed carbon-Nafion structure is shown in Figure 7.

A cross section obtained by fracturing under liquid nitrogen is shown in Figure 8. The carbon-

reconstituted Nation layer was with 15 txm, relatively thick. Elemental analysis by EDAX showed

platinum in the carbon-layer (Fig. 9) and in the Nafion at the carbon-Nation interface. The latter

is also visible in the back scatter picture shown in Figure 8. About 10 _tm into the Nation membrane

(at the location of the dark bum hole in Fig. 8) only F and S from the membrane but no platinum

was detected (Fig. 10). The cyclic voltammogram used to determine the charge for hydrogen

adsorption is shown in Figure 11. The electrochemically accessible platinum surface area was very

low resulting in a roughness factor of only 12. Apparently the platinum plating efficiency was

considerably lower than expected.

The surface morphology and cross section of a carbon supported platinum-Nation structure

of Type B are shown in Figures 12 and 13, respectively. The Nafion bonded carbon layer was with

~10 _tm relatively thick. Platinum, identified by energy dispersive X-ray analysis, was found in

the Nation-carbon layer and in the adjacent Nation membrane. Elemental mapping showed a

considerable concentration of platinum at the Nafion membrane-carbon layer interface (Fig. 14).

The platinum area in contact with the electrolyte was again determined from the charge of adsorbed

hydrogen obtained from the cyclic voltammogram (Fig. 15) after correction for the double layer

capacity. It yielded a platinum roughness factor of 37. We measured a very low platinum loading

of 0.05 mg/cm 2. This result may, however, underestimate the actual loading since some crucible

attack occurred in the experiment.

3.2 Fuel Cell Performance Evaluation

3.2.1 Experimental Conditions

Test Cell: Two test cells were used. They are illustrated in Figures 16 and 17. The active

electrode area was 10 cm 2 (2 cm x 5 cm). Electrical contact and gas distribution was achieved with

a woven carbon cloth (PWB-6, Zoltek Corp.). As current collector plate we used stainless steel

which was later gold plated to reduce the contact resistance. The cell shown in Figure 17 is of

similar construction except that it allowed to vary the compression of the electrode-carbon backing

assembly without affecting the cell seal.



Figure5. Scanningelectronmicrographshowingthesurfaceof anintegral
Nation-platinumelectrodeunit aftertwo impregnation-reductionsteps.
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Figure 6. Cyclic voltammogram of an integral platinum-Nation membrane
fuel cell electrode. Two impregnations. Sweep rate = 20 mV/s.



Figure 7. Surface of a carbon supported platinum-Nafion structure (Type A).
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Figure8. Cross section of a carbon supported platinum-Nation structure
(Type A). Upper picture, secondary electron image 35* angle; lower
picture, back scatter image.
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Figure 12. Scanning electron micrograph showing the surface of an integral
platinized carbon electrode-Nation structure.
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Figure 13.Cross-sectionofanintegralplatinizedcarbonelectrode-Nafion
structure.
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Figure 14. Elementalintensityfor Pt,C andF of theelectrode-membrane
crosssectionshownin Fig. 13.
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Figure 15. Cyclic voltammogram of an integral platinized carbon-Nation
structure (Type B). Sweep rate = 20 mV/s.
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Figure 16. Illustration of the test cell (exploded view).
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Figure 17. Illustration of the test cell allowing variation of cell stack compression.

Test Station: The fuel cell test station is schematically shown in Figure 18. The flow of

hydrogen, oxygen and air was measured and controlled by mass flow controllers (Tylon General).

Nitrogen could be flushed through the anode compartment during start up and shut down. A

controlled galvanostatic or potentiostatic load could be applied to the cell. Current and voltage

were recorded on a multichannel data acquisition system (Bascom-Turner 8000). In addition, we

used a current interrupter (ESC, 800 IR measuring system) to measure the ohmic voltage drop

through the Nafion membrane and cell contact resistances. A Teflon bonded platinum electrode,

attached external to the cell to the protruding Nation membrane and exposed to air, was used as a

relative reference electrode. Hydrogen (grade 4.7), oxygen (grade 2.6) and air (dry) were obtained

as compressed gases from Airco. All experiments were conducted with dry gases between 1 and

2 atm and at temperatures of 10° to 50*(2. Prior to the measurement of current-potential curves the

cell was run under load to allow for membrane hydration and cell equilibration. H2 and 02 were

generally used at small bleed rates while air flow was adjusted to consume less than half the oxygen.

3.2.2 Fuel Cell Test Results

3.2.2.1 Teflon Bonded Electrode-Membrane Assemblies

The behavior of fuel cell assemblies with unmodified and Nafion solution modified

Teflon bonded electrodes operating on dry gases at ambient temperatures was determined as base

line. Measurements performed between 11"(2 and 50*(] yielded very similar results_ A typical

potential-current plot is shown in Figure 19. Selected performance values are compared in Table

1. At lower temperatures the reduced electrode kinetics and ion mobility appears to be nearly

compensated by the increased gas solubility in the electrolyte. Both electrodes showed considerable
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Figure 18. Schematicillustrationof thefuel cell teststation.
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Figure 19. Potential-currentplotforfuelcellI. 30°C, 2.0 atm H2 and 02.
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polarization. Normally the cathode polarizes predominantly. Here the anode polarization reflects

the lower activity of the unmodified anode and the reduced hydration level of the Nafion

membrane at the anode side. The effect of electrode modification is clearly illustrated by run 8

where the anode and cathode were reversed. This resulted in low anode and high cathode polar-

ization. The resistances measured by current interruption were 5 to l0 times higher than what one

would expect from a fully hydrated Nation membrane. A major part of this resistance appeared

to result from interface contacts between the electrodes and the current collectors in the

experimental cell. To gain better control of this component we modified the test cell as shown in

Figure 17. A movable piston was introduced which allowed variation of the electrode stack

compression without affecting the gas seal of the cell.

The critical effect of membrane hydration is illustrated in Figure 20 which shows the current

and cell resistance at a constant cell potential of 0.5V. After operating at a stable current for 16 h

the 02 flow rate was increased from 5 cm2/min to 100 cm3/min. This resulted in membrane drying

leading to complete current cutoff and a substantial resistance increase. After closing the gas bleed,

the cell began to recover. This recovery accelerated as the reactant water rehydrated the membrane.

The cell resistance showed a commensurate decrease reaching the original value. The current did

not fully recover to its original value until the cell was temporarily operated at lower voltage (0. IV,

930 mA). The higher rate of water generation apparently promoted enhanced membrane hydration.

This is consistent with observations by the research groups at the Los Alamos National Laboratory

regarding the hydration level of Nafion as a function of the mode of water supply (6). Upon reaching

the full current of 335 mA at time 415 min the charge of 686 As has generated 64 mg H20 of which

about 14 mg may have been removed by the bleed gas stream. The remaining 50 mg of water would

correspond to about 9 to l0 H20/SO3H as a membrane average. This is in good agreement with

the water content reported for Nation 117 membranes of 14 H20/SO3H and 7H20/SO3H at water

activities of 1.0 and 0.8, respectively. We demonstrated also stable extended time operation of the

fuel cell on unhumidified gases. An example is shown in Figure 21.

Improved cell performance was obtained with fuel cell assembly No. 2 in which the anode

and cathode consisted of Nation modified E-Tek fuel cell electrodes (~0.1 and 0.2 mg Nafion/cm 2

for the anode and cathode, respectively) and which contained a more efficient current collector. A

typical current-potential relationship is shown in Figure 22. Additional results are shown in Table

2. Reversal of the electrode assembly showed again that the original cathode was the more elec-

trocatalyticaUy active electrode. Careful optimization of the electrode-membrane interface is

essential for good cell performance especially at ambient temperature and without gas

humidification.

3.2.2.2 Platinum-Nation Structures

The integral membrane-electrode unit was mounted into the test cell with a woven

carbon cloth and a Teflon bonded carbon electrode as anode and cathode collectors, respectively.

Tests were performed over a wide range of conditions. Characteristic current potential curves for

oxygen and air at 2.0 and 1.3 atm are shown in Figures 23 through 26. The cell operating at 20°C

on unhumidified hydrogen and oxygen delivered 1A (100 mA/cm 2) at 0.5V. At low currents the

polarization results almost entirely from the cathode. At higher currents the anode polarization
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Figure 20. Current changes at a constant cell potential of 0.5V as a function
of dehydration and rehydration of the Nation membrane. 50°C, 1.3 atm
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Figure 21. Extended fuel cell operation at 0.5V without gas humidification
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Figure 23. Potential-current behavior of a fuel cell with integral Nation-
platinum electrodes operating at 20°C on unhumidified gas. 2 atm H2
and 02; a = cell voltage, b = anode polarization, c = cathode polarization
and d = cell resistance.
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Figure 24. Potential-current behavior of a fuel cell with integral
Nation-platinum electrodes operating at 20"C on unhumidified gas. 1.3
atm H 2 and 02; a = cell voltage, b = anode polarization, c = cathode
polarization and d = cell resistance.
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increasedandat 100 mA/cm 2 it contributed almost 40% towards the total cell polarization. The

cell resistance, measured by brief current interruption, showed only a very slight increase. It reflected

the resistance across the membrane and any electronic contact resistance in the test cell but excluded

components within the porous electrodes. The change in oxygen pressure between 1 and 2 atm had

only a small effect on the current-potential behavior. The change from oxygen to air is, however,

quite significant. In addition to an expected increase in the cathode polarization we observed also

a smaller but noticeable increase in the anode polarization. The most likely reason is a lower water

saturation at the cathode due to the higher gas bleed rate which is necessary for operation with air.

An analysis of the oxygen gain, which is the voltage difference of the cathode between operation

on air and oxygen at a fixed current density, indicates an electrode performance limitation beyond

activation control and diffusion in the electrolyte adjacent to the catalyst emphasizing the need for

the optimization of the electrode structure.

The dehydration and subsequent rehydration of the membrane is illustrated in Figures 27

and 28. At high purge rates with unhumidified gas, especially at elevated temperatures, the Nafion

membrane can loose sufficient water to completely cut off current flow. Membrane resistance

assumes values beyond 100 t_cm 2. It is worth noting that, during potentiostatic operation, the cell

current declines substantially long before a significant increase in membrane resistance was mea-

sured. Obviously the effect of low hydration on the electrode reactions is the critical factor rather

than the increase in membrane resistance. Both electrodes were affected. Initially, the anode

polarization increased slightly as the current started to decrease followed by a gradual decrease to

about 30 mV at currents below 40 mA. The main polarization occurred at the cathode.

Rehydration of the membrane proceeded initially very slowly and then accelerated as the

current increased and with it the generation of reaction water at the cathode. For the example shown

in Figure 28, the incorporation of 1 H20/SOsH, which occurred at approximately 26 min., lowered

the membrane resistance to 5 D_m 2. With the current of 15 mA/cm 2 this yields an ohmic potential

drop of 75 inV. While not insignificant it is only about 15% of the total cell polarization.

A steady state current was reached at 60 min. after generation of 4.57.10 4 mole H20. This

would correspond to an average membrane hydration level of 14.7 H20/SOsH, or after adjustment

for 0.4 to 0.5 H20/SOsH, removed with the oxygen bleed stream to slightly above 14 H20/SOsH.

These findings are in excellent agreement with hydration levels recently reported by the research

group at Los Alamos National Laboratory (6).

The individual electrode potentials, measured against a cell external air reference electrode,

did not change much during the rehydration run. A small (-40 mV) minimum in cathode polarization

and a corresponding maximum in anode polarization was observed at about half the final current.

The cell was run potentiostatically for 16 h delivering a nearly constant current.

3.2.2.3 Carbon Supported Platinum-Naflon Structures

The integral electrode-membrane units were mounted into the test cell as described

earlier using a Teflon bonded carbon electrode and a carbon cloth as the cathode and anode current

collectors, respectively. The potential-current behavior for an A type electrode-membrane structure
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Figure 27. Current and membrane resistance during platinum dehydration
of an integral Nation-electrode unit upon potentiostatic fuel cell operation
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at room temperature and 1.3 atm reactant pressure is shown in Figure 29. The cell showed significant

polarization originating almost exclusively from the cathode. This is not surprising in view of the

very low platinum loading of this electrode resulting in a roughness factor of only 12. It is worth

noting that reactant transport appears not to be limiting within the range of the test. The performance

of a Type B electrode-membrane structure at 20°C aand 50°C are shown in Figures 30-32. Similar

performance was observed at both temperatures with currents over 300 mA/cm 2. At lower currents

the cell polarized less at the higher temperature as might be expected. In this region a larger fraction

of the overall polarization resulted from activation polarization at the cathode which had only a

moderate platinum roughness factor of 37. The high cell polarization shown in Figure 32 is the

result of cathode flooding. To illustrate the importance of the current collector component in

regulating the water removal and gas access, this cell was assembled with a non wetproofed carbon

cloth contact component. There was no indication of large reactant transport limitations below 300

mA/cm 2 in this electrode despite the unfavorable catalyst distribution which places the bulk of the
platinum quite far removed from the electrode surface.

Figures 33 and 34 show the change in current and ohmic resistance of the electrode-

membrane structure at constant potential during dehydration at 50°C and self rehydration at 20°C.

The cell current started to decrease soon after the oxygen flow had been increased. The membrane

resistance increased noticeably only much later after the current had decreased to about 25% of the

original value. After dehydration at 50°(2 the cell was cooled to 20°C and the gas bleed was stopped.

The selfrehydration of the cell is shown in Figure 34. The initial recovery was slow but accelerated

as reaction water was produced. After 75 min. the oxygen bleed was set at 10 cm3/min, to avoid

the accumulation of inert gas in the cathode compartment. The current reached a maximum followed

by a slow gradual decline to about 0.5A after 16 h which was close to the value previously measured

during the current-potential studies. The most likely cause for this current decline is a partial

flooding of the cathode which can be avoided by an appropriate electrode structure.
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3.3 Discussion and Conclusions

Stable fuel cell operation without gas humidification means that there can be no net transfer

of water across the cell. This requires a gradient in water activity and by necessity less than full

hydration at the anode. To achieve the maximum possible hydration at the cathode we must maintain

a thin film of liquid water to flu the micropores of the semi-hydrophobic membrane. This water

film needs to remain extremely thin to avoid oxygen transport limitations, a common phenomenon

of "electrode flooding". Our investigation showed that such conditions can in fact be achieved with

well integrated electrode-membrane structures. We have self started cells with completely dry

membranes and with dry gases at room temperature. Subsequently, the cells were operated on dry

gases for extended time with stable performance. Typical room temperature low pressure operation

yielded 100 mAJcm 2 at 0.5V and maximum currents over 300 mA/cm 2. This is a remarkable per-

formance considering the relatively poor electrode structures fabricated during this initial feasibility

investigation. Electrode thickness, catalyst loading and catalyst distribution were far from what

we expect from an optimum structure. Electrode polarization and in particular polarization at the

cathode was limiting in most cases. Additional studies are necessary to identify the detailed nature

of the limiting process or combination of processes. Only then can we make meaningful projections

of the ultimate fuel cell performance which might be achieved at ambient or near ambient conditions

without gas conditioning.

In summary we can draw the following conclusions:

• PEM fuel cells can operate at ambient temperature on unhumidified gases.

• A dry PEM fuel cell can self start improving its performance as reaction water is gen-
erated.

• Cell performance is limited by the electrode rather than by membrane resistance.

• Integral membrane-platinum electrode units are feasible and perform attractively.
Electrode structure is performance limiting and requires optimization.
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